Here's a broad outline of the week's activities planned so far, with explanations:

**SUNDAY MAY 13th**
CAMP National Conference continues at 35 Carter St Thorngate.

**MONDAY MAY 14th**
Specific CAMP subgroup meetings. Again at 35 Carter St., Thorngate: a day set aside for state groups on counselling, religion, Catholic Welfare (at Aquinas), Law Reform (and any others) to meet each other and knout out problems and methods in each area. If you want to be part of this, best contact 44 6260 and find out whom to contact.

**MAY 15th, 5-6.30 pm, and 8 - 11.30 pm, UNION HALL.
*FILMS, FILMS, FILMS, FILMS* 
"Blossoms in the Dust" is one. Lots of other goodies will be unveiled too. Be ready for anything. There will be a charge for Tuesday evening's admission (not more, probably, than about a buck).

**WEDNESDAY 5 - 6.30 pm - more films, UNION HALL.
7.30 - 9.30 CAMP DINNER, DINING ROOMS, UNION.
Charge per person will be on the low side of $3, probably nearer $2. Definitely bring your own grog and if you intend to come, let us know a week before: ring 44 6260 and ENROL by Thursday 10th. Otherwise we can't cater for you.